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REGULARITY  OF SEMILATTICE  SUMS OF  RINGS

JOHN JANESKI1 AND JULIAN WEISSGLASS2

Abstract.    If R is a supplementary semilattice sum of subrings

Ra, a e Cl, then R is regular if and only if each Rat is regular.

A ring is said to be regular, in the sense of von Neumann [6], if for each

a e R there exists x e R such that axa=a. The concept of (supplementary)

semilattice sum is defined in the previous article [8]. In this article, we

prove that if R is a supplementary semilattice sum of subrings Rx, a e £2,

then R is regular if and only if Rx is regular for every a e £2. We state,

without proof, an application of this result to the regularity of semigroup

rings.

Throughout this paper D will denote a semigroup. Definitions of any

concepts not defined herein will be found in [1] or [8].

We first prove the main theorem in the case when the semilattice has

only two elements.

Lemma 1. (i) If R = RX+Rß is a semilattice sum and Rx and Rß are

regular then R is regular.

(ii) If R = RX + Rß is a supplementary semilattice sum and R is regular then

Rx and Rß are regular.

Proof. Observe that in either case R is a semilattice sum of rings over

{a, ß}. Hence either a/?=/?a=a or xß=ßa=ß. Suppose xß=ßo. = ß, then

RxRß £ Rß, RßRx £ Rß and Rß is an ideal in R. By the Second Isomorphism

Theorem, RJRxr\Rp^RIRfi. Since if R is any ring with ideal /, then R is

regular if and only if Rjl and I are regular (cf. [3, Theorem 22]), Lemma 3

of [8] applies and (i) is proven. If R is a supplementary semilattice sum

then Rx nRß=0 and so RX^RJRX nRß^R/Rß. Thus if R is regular, then

so are Rß and RjRß and hence so is Rx. This proves (ii).
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A subsemigroup of a semilattice will be called a subsemilattice. A semi-

lattice is nontrivial if it has more than one element.

The next two lemmas provide the reduction from arbitrary semilattice

sums to one where the semilattice is finite.

Lemma 2. If His a nontrivial semilattice then it is the union of two disjoint

subsemilattices, one of which is an ideal in £2. Moreover, if a is a nonzero

element o/£2, there exists such a decomposition where a is the zero in the non-

ideal subsemilattice.

Proof. Since |£2|>1 we can choose këî] so that a is a nonzero

element in Q. Let Qx={ß e£2| ß\«.}. If g«=£2, then ß\a for all ßeü,

contradicting a nonzero. Hence Qx^£l. If ßy e Qx then clearly ß, y e Qx.

Also, if ß, y e Qx then there exist ô,a e £2 such that ßo = yo=a. So

(ßy)(da)=(ßö)(yo) = a.2 = a. and ßy e Qx. Hence Qx is closed and £2/ßa is

an ideal and therefore £2=öotu£2/Öa.

Lemma 3. Suppose R is a (supplementary) semilattice sum of subrings

Rx, a e £2, |£2|>1. Then, ifa0 is a nonzero element of il, there exist proper

disjoint subsemilattices A, BofQ, with Cl=A \jB such that

(i) Ra — IÍzca -K« í* a (supplementary) semilattice sum of subrings Rx,

a. G A, and RXg is an ideal in RA.

(ii) Rb=HkB R<x >s a (supplementary) semilattice sum of subrings Rx,

a £ B, and RB is an ideal in R.

(iii) R=RA + RB is a (supplementary) semilattice sum where A2=A,

B2=B and AB=BA = B.

Proof. If £2 is a semilattice and a0 is not a zero element, then by

Lemma 2 we have Ù.=AkjB; A, B are disjoint subsemilattices; a0 is the

zero of A; and B is an ideal in £2. Therefore Ä^=2«ed -^a 1S a (supple-

mentary) semilattice sum and since a0 is the zero of A, RXo is an ideal in

RA. Also B an ideal in Í2 implies that Rß—^eB ^aiS a (supplementary)

semilattice sum and is an ideal in R. Since R is a (supplementary) sum of

Rx, a e Q, A r\B=(p, and {A,B} is a semilattice under A2=A, B2 = B,

AB=BA = Bwe conclude that R = RA + RB is a (supplementary) semilattice

sum.

The following theorem shows that the condition of Theorem 5 below is

sufficient without requiring that the sum be supplementary.

Theorem 4. Suppose R is a semilattice sum of subrings Rx, a. eQ.. If

Rx is regular for all a e £2 then R is regular.

Proof. If a e R then a is a finite sum of elements ax, at e £2, /'= 1, • • • ,

n. Let r be the subsemilattice generated by al5 • • • , a„. Since £2 is a semi-

lattice, r is finite and 2cer ^a >s a semilattice sum of Rx, a 6 Y. But Y
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finite and Rx regular imply that 2ner P* is regular using induction and

Lemmas 1 and 3. So a e ^xer Rx implies there exists x e ^xeT RxçR

such that axa = a. Hence R is regular.

Theorem 5. Suppose R is a supplementary semilattice sum of subrings

Rx, a e £2. Then R is regular if and only ifRx is regular for all a e £2.

Proof.   If Rx is regular for all a e £2 then R is regular by Theorem 4.

Suppose R is regular and let a e £2.

(i) If a is the zero element of £2, then Rx is an ideal of R, so Rx is regular

by the result quoted in Lemma 1.

(ii) If a is a nonzero element of £2, then there exists the decomposition

given in Lemma 3 where a is the zero element of A. By Lemma 1, RA is

regular. But Rx is an ideal in RA and hence is regular.

Remarks, (i) Let w be a property of rings, satisfying the condition

that if R is a ring and / is an ideal then R is 77 implies that R¡I and / are 77.

Then the method of proof used in Theorem 5 shows that if R is a supple-

mentary semilattice sum of the subrings Rx, a e £2, then R is 77 implies

Rx is 77 for all a e £2.

(ii) A ring R is strongly regular if for every ae R, there exists x e R

such that a2x=a. Since if / is an ideal of a ring R, R is strongly regular if

and only if / and R/I are strongly regular, Lemma 1 holds with strongly

regular replacing regular. Thus a similar argument to the one used in

Theorem 5 proves that if R='Zxen P&ls a supplementary semilattice sum

then R is strongly regular if and only if Ra is strongly regular for every

a. eü..

(iii) Theorem 5 can be applied to obtain information about certain

semigroup rings. One immediate consequence is a theorem due to Weiss-

glass [7, Theorem 3] that states that if D is a semilattice of groups Gx,

a e £2, then RD is regular if and only if RGX is regular for every a eü,.

However, a more sophisticated application of Theorem 5, together with a

result of Putcha on the structure of semigroups yields a more compre-

hensive result. Putcha [5] considers semigroups S having property Q1:

for every ae S, the idempotents of S^S1 are contained in S1a2S1. He

proves that a semigroup S has property Qj if and only if S is a semilattice

of semigroups, each of which if containing an idempotent, also contains a

kernel with all the idempotents in the kernel. Using Theorem 5 it can be

shown that if D has property Qj and a power of each element lies in a sub-

group then RD is regular if and only if (i) D is a semilattice of groups Gx,

a e £2, and (ii) RGX is regular for all a e £2. Since a union of groups has

property Qj, this theorem generalizes a theorem of Munn [4, Theorem 9.5].
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